
The industry's rst 
3D body beauty equipment

Build muscle and reduce fat

Firming and beautifying

Hifem EMS+RF



It is a revolutionary non-invasive body contouring treatment 

device with two major technologies:  h igh-focus 

electromagnetic wave technology + RF (radio frequency 

lipolysis and tightening). Active high-intensity exercise 

muscles and burn the stubborn fat in the waist, hips, thighs, 

and upper arms, dissolve subcutaneous fat, and tighten the 

skin. Build muscle, reduce fat and rm skin in 30 minutes, 

and experience multiple effects at one time.

  Self-developed 2-in-1 handpiece

Working principle Hifem EMS+RF

The industry's rst handpiece that simultaneously emits radio 

frequency and highly focused electromagnetic energy.

Combination of two patented technologies (high-intensity 

focused electromagnetic & RF radio frequency).

The electrode energy and electromagnetic eld 

synchronization is doubled.

Intelligent thermostat sensor, which can customize the 

temperature within a comfortable and safe range.

The stable output of dual power supply energy can quickly 

reach the deep layers of the skin.

GENESIS EMSCULPT NEO



Three functions

Muscle Building

The high- intens i ty  focused electromagnet ic 

technology can increase the muscle by an average 

of 25%, and reduce the separation of the rectus 

abdominis by an average of 18.8%, shaping the 

shape of the muscle, making the line of the muscle 

more beautiful.

Effective Fat Reduction

The newly added RF energy promotes blood 

circulation, heats the cells in the deep layers of the 

skin, reduces the thickness of the subcutaneous fat 

layer, and makes the skin contour plump and rm.

Firming and Beautifying

RF radio frequency energy penetrates deep into the 

skin, tightens the skin enlarged by fat, stimulates the 

regeneration of skin collagen, and reduces the 

problem of skin sagging.

Reduce fat

Build muscle 



30% reduction in subcutaneous abdominal fat layer.

25% increase in abdominal muscles.

19% improvement in abdominal separation.

The average waist circumference is reduced by about 6 cm.

Precisely acts on the abdomen, buttocks, buttery arms, thighs and calves.

Improve body lines and rm skin in several weeks.

Burn fat, shape and rm skin, all in one step!

Applicable User

Belly fat person

Local obesity person

People who lack muscle

People with loose skin

Postpartum body repair

Hifem EMS+RF
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